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Quick Start Guide Bluetooth Music Receiver WM-BT36
Compatible with the following models:






A-Class (W169, C169) year 09/2004 - 04/2012
B-Class (W245, T245) year 02/2005 - 11/2011
Sprinter 2 NCV3, W906 year 05/2006 - 07/2014
Vito, Viano (W639, V639) year 04/2006-07/2014
VW Crafter year 04/2006 - 03/2014

Only in conjunction with the following radios:




Manufacturer: Becker or Harman & Becker
Type: Audio 5 / Sound 5
Model No.: BE4602 / BE9012 / BE7076 / BE7077 / HA1111

Den Adapter anschließen:
1. Remove the radio (you will find various instructions on the internet).
2. Before disconnecting the plugs from the radio, make sure that the radio code is available to
you as you will need it for the radio after the power cut.
3. Insert the blue expander of the adapter into the chamber C3 (marked red in the picture).
4. If necessary, remove the blue connector from the yellow-green-blue connector combination
and attach the blue connector of the WM-BT36 instead.
5. With a CD changer already connected in chamber C3 (blue), it is thus removed and can no
longer be used in the system.
6. If you have installed a black 20-pin connector in the vehicle, you will also need the adapter
WM-4693 (mini-ISO adapter / extension). This can be ordered in our online shop at
www.watermark-germany.de.

7. Now connect the black earth cable to the radio housing or the black cable directly to a
ground lead to the radio connection (i.d.R., brown thick cable). Without a good ground
connection, the function of the adapter is not given.
8. Now connect the red cable (ignition plus + 12V) to a switched + 12V line. Since these are
usually no longer available behind the radio, you can here the voltage, for. from the
cigarette lighter or the air conditioner (measurement with multimeter necessary).
Ignition on = + 12V are on / Ignition off = 0V are on.

9. Establish a Bluetooth connection by activating Bluetooth pairing and searching for the
``WM´´ Bluetooth device. You should then set the volume to full volume on the connected
device.
10. Before reinstalling the radio, test the function of the adapter. Switch on the AUX function
with the CD button.

AUX does not appear in the display:
1. Switch on the device (on the device), ignition remains off.
2. Sound setting button (leftmost button) and button 4 Press until "TEST MODE" AUDIO 5 or
SOUND 5 appears in the display.
3. Release the keys and press the arrow key upwards until AUX OFF or EXT OFF appears.
4. Turn the volume control until EXT AUX or EXT ON appears.
5. To confirm, scroll up with the arrow key until END appears or CD key.
6. Switch off the device.
7. Switch on device via ignition. AUX is unlocked!

For info!
The blue cable on the mini-ISO connector is a remote cable or power connector for an active
antenna. If this pin is factory-set in the wiring harness, then the connection must also be restored
here.
Has something been left unclear? You can reach us MO-FR, from 8-17 o'clock
the e-mail: service@watermark-germany.de

